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Lessons to date

§ A quiet revolution 

§ 15 years of insight

§ Unsettled definition
§ Amenity vs necessity
§ Need for evidence

Coldridge Street, Brisbane



Values of GI
Ecological

§ regulate ambient 
temperatures, reduce 
noise, lower wind 
speeds, sequester 
carbon, attenuate runoff, 
enhance/augment 
habitats

Malvern urban forest, Victoria



Values of GI
Social

§ relieve stress, 
reduce morbidity 
and mortality, 
foster active living, 
encourage social 
interaction, 
moderate incivility 

Southbank Parklands, Brisbane



Values of GI
Economic

§ reduce stormwater 
costs, reduce 
cooling costs, 
decrease health-
care expenses, 
increase property 
values

Planchonella House, Cairns



GI Disservices
Ecological

§ human-wildlife conflict, weeds and/or pest species, lower 
groundwater

Social
§ eco-gentrification, health impacts (e.g. asthma, allergies), 

change character of an area, fear of crime, animal attacks

Economic
§ increase property values, damage infrastructure, increase 

maintenance and insurance costs; thermal inequality



Looking ahead

§ Proper species selection

§ Governance uncertainty

§ Monetary valuation

§ Cohort experience (seniors & 
children)

Bencoolen Street, Singapore



Proper species selection
§ Lack of scientific knowledge on 

species selection, location and 
performance

§ Needed to grow business case
§ Regional climate, soils, irrigation, 

planter types, pests 
§ Wrong greenery can be worse 

than none Long-cycle green infrastructure testing facility, Griffith 
University, Nathan campus (under construction)



Governance uncertainty
§ Broad awareness of GI
§ Biggest barrier is lack of 

experience
§ Worry re biophysical 

challenges 
§ Liability concerns
§ Political context and funding
§ Public involvement 

EVA Lanxmeer eco-village, The Netherlands



Monetary valuation
§ Non-traditional intervention
§ Value; cost; develop; leave 

undeveloped?
§ $ value on un-priced 

resources 
§ Common currency
§ Pragmatics

Outlook Parade Park, Ormiston



Cohort experience
Seniors
§ Slower mobilities, co-morbidities
§ Active, aging in place

Children
§ Vulnerable to adverse effects of cities
§ Influence of green-space on health 

and development
Wellington Street, Ormiston



Future proves past

§ 15+ years of GI research, practice 
§ Benefits documented and proven
§ Learning as we go
§ Evolving science and data
§ Governance concerns persist
§ New frontiers emerging

We now know with certainty that green infrastructure brings many benefits to cities.

The Urban 
Forest, 
South 
Brisbane 

(Proposed 
by Aria 
Property 
Group)
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